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With this book, Ross A. Slotten has made a valuable contribution to
the growing body of literature about Alfred Russel Wallace (1823–
1913). It is a likable and solid biography covering his life from early
childhood to death, with an emphasis on the later part of his life. The
strength of this book lies in its rich use of primary and archival
resources, while the methodological aspect of historical research is
less emphasised.

The aim of the book is to undermine ‘‘the myth of a lone scientist
ultimately triumphing over universal opposition’’, which dominates
historiography about Charles Darwin (p. 1). Though few serious
historians of the period believe in this myth, it serves as a nice point
of departure in discussing the importance of Wallace. Four major
themes emerge in Slotten’s analysis of his life.

First, Slotten places Wallace’s work in view of class relations
within British society. Wallace emerges as an interloper struggling in
an uphill battle for acceptance within the upper-class society he was
not born into. In the end Wallace chose to identify with his own class,
which serves as an explanation for his controversial social as well as
spiritualist views. Wallace’s defence of spiritualism, Slotten argues,
was ultimately a defence of a belief system within his own social class,
and his socialism became a defence of his own social group.

Second, Slotten focuses on the importance of Wallace’s scientific
work for the emergence of the new evolutionary biological paradigm.
Following Thomas Kuhn, he argues that Wallace was of equal
importance to Darwin in introducing evolutionary principles to
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biology. Even though they would not see eye to eye on the relevance
of the evolutionary paradigm in understanding human evolution,
Wallace nevertheless deserves credit for his co-discovery of evolu-
tionary mechanisms.

Third, the book shows how Wallace tried to reconcile religion and
science. He was reacting to the excessive materialism, which his revo-
lutionary ideas had wrought. Wallace’s belief in spiritualism was not
only a defence of an intellectual movement of the lower classes, but it
also promised amore religiously informed path for biological research.

Finally, Slotten takes the reader through the fieldwork of a natural
scientist deeply imbedded in the tradition of botanical collecting in
the tropical part of the world. He shows how Wallace arrived at his
conclusions from studying plants and animals in the field rather than
in the laboratory.

What is perhaps most interesting in this book is how important it
was to have a patronage network to succeed in the long run as a
scientist. Wallace was, despite his initial scientific success, unable to
secure a steady income due to his social and scientific missteps. So-
cially he was unable to capitalise on his co-discovery of evolutionary
mechanisms with Darwin, and scientifically he lost credibility as a
believer in spiritualism. Slotten has done a fine job in untangling the
difficult financial side of Wallace’s life, and its importance for his later
scientific work and ideas.

At least four biographies of Wallace have reached the book
market in recent years. The first was Peter Raby’s Alfred Russel
Wallace (Princeton, 2001), which pays special attention to the early
part of his life. It was followed by Michael Shermer’s In Darwin’s
Shadow (Oxford, 2002), which focuses on proving the validity of
scientific biographical methodology. The next biography was Martin
Fichman’s An Elusive Victorian (Chicago, 2003), which reads Wal-
lace’s scientific work in view of his political and social views. Slotten’s
book represents the latest culmination in this interest in Wallace. In
addition one can also find several republications of primary sources
and Wallace readers designed for students. All of this research into
the life and work of Wallace raises the question why he, after years of
neglect, suddenly emerges as a key scientist worthy of such intense
historical investigation. The attention cannot be explained by the
discovery of exciting new primary resources. Nor has it anything to
do with a jubilee or an anniversary. Instead these new biographies
may be understood in view of recent focus among historians on the
importance of scientists working on the margins of the scientific
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mainstream. Together, these books show that even though Darwin
was a key figure bringing forth the ‘Darwinian Revolution’, he was
not the only one. Wallace also played an important part in making
the shift toward evolutionary biology possible.

Slotten has done an excellent job in presenting the details of
Wallace’s life. With four competing biographies in the bookstore, one
can only hope that this publication represents the grand finale of
current Wallace biographies. It is a fine piece of scholarship and well
worth the read.
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